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Mahamudra Meditation
Mahamudra is the Tantra term describing the highest state of

consciousness possible. It means "the great gesture", which arises out
of the Ultimate Orgasm with the Universe. This meditation, inspired by
Osho, is a very powerful catalyst to propel you into the experience of

Mahamudra. 

Practice it every day for three months for optimum results.

I would like to express gratitude to Presence, who played
this music live for a full on Mahamudra Meditation event,
held in London. They then went to a lot of work to mix
the live recording in the studio, and this CD is the result!
I love to offer Tantra Meditation events with live music
and am so happy to be able to produce a recording which

carries the juiciness of such a gathering. My gratitude knows no bounds, to
Osho, who is the inspiration behind this meditation. And a big thank you to the
wonderful friends who grace this CD design, who were photographed as
Mahamudra was being done in the beautiful nature of Norway. As always, my
full appreciation goes to Shivananda, who photographed and designed this CD
booklet. Blessings, to all those who buy and practice this method. May the bliss
inherent in this meditation spread far and wide!                      Sarita

STEP ONE (40 MINUTES):
Standing in a loose and
relaxed way, close you eyes
and raise your arms toward
the sky. Be open and
available for the divine
energy of existence to
softly move your body.
You are not the one who
is moving; your body is
being moved like a leaf in
the wind or a seaweed in
the ocean. You may find
your body taking strange
shapes as an unwinding
process begins. Allow this
unwinding slowly to
empty you of all subtle
tensions, opening you to
the flow of universal
energy.



STEP TWO (20 MINUTES): Kneel on the ground or on a cushion,
arms raised, palms up toward the sky. Imagine your body as an
empty vessel and the divine energy of existence is pouring in through
the top of your head, filling you to overflowing. If your body needs 
to tremble and shake or make sounds that is fine. When you feel
completely filled, bow down, head on the ground, and empty
yourself into the Earth. When you feel completely empty, start 
the cycle again. Repeat it at least seven times. Each cycle will 
penetrate and open one chakra, so you should not do 
it less than seven times, otherwise you will 
be left incomplete.

STEP THREE: When you bow down for the final time, as a
completion of the meditation, lie flat on the ground, arms
outstreched, if possible with your bare belly against the Earth. 
Rest like this in silence for some time.



An excerpt from Osho's discourse on
Mahamudra

Latihan is the first step towards Mahamudra. It is allowing
the body to vibrate, allowing the body to become energy,
non substantial, non material. Allowing the body to melt and
dissolve the  boundaries. You are not to do anything, you are
simply to be there, loose and natural. Just waiting for
something to happen and if your body starts moving, you
have to allow it. You have just to cooperate and allow. The
cooperation should not become too direct. It should not
become a pushing, it should remain just an allowing. Your
body starts moving suddenly, as if you are possessed, as if a
great energy from above has descended on you, as if a cloud
has come and has surrounded you and now you are
possessed by that cloud and the cloud is penetrating within
your body and your body starts taking movements. Your
hands are raised, you make subtle movements, you start a
small dance, soft gestures, your body is taken up.

Latihan is the first step and by and by you will feel so
beautiful doing it, that you will feel a meeting is happening
between you and the cosmos.

But this is only the first
step. When you are completely
clean and you are feeling that
your body is refreshed, you
have been under a shower of
energy and your whole body is
feeling one, undivided and the
substantialness of body is lost,
you feel it more like an energy,
a movement, a process, not
material. Now you are ready.
Then kneel down on the earth.

Then raise both your hands
towards the sky with closed
eyes, and feel yourself like a
hollow vessel, hollow bamboo,
inside hollow, just like an
earthen pot. Your head is the
mouth of the pot, and the
energy is falling tremendously
on your head as if you are
standing under a waterfall.



And you will be actually standing - after the Latihan you will
feel it, it is like a waterfall, not like a shower. When you are
ready, it falls in greater strength, strong and your body will
start trembling, shaking, like a leaf in a strong wind, or, if
you have stood under a waterfall sometime, then you will
know. Allow it to fall into you as deeply as possible, so it
can reach to the farthest corner of your body and mind and
soul. And when you feel it - you are so much filled, and the
whole body is shaking, kneel down, put your head down on
the earth and pour the energy into the earth. When you feel
the energy is overflowing, pour down into the earth. Take
from the sky, give it back to the earth, and you be just a
hollow bamboo in between. This has to be done seven times,
take from the sky and pour down into the earth and give to
the earth and pour down and be empty completely. Pour
down as completely as you did for filling. Be completely
empty, then raise your hand again, fill again, pour down
again. Seven times it has to be done, because each time it
penetrates one chakra of the body, one center of the body.
Each time it goes deeper in you and if you do less than
seven times, then you will feel restless after it, because the
energy will be hanging somewhere in between. It has to

penetrate all the seven chakras of the body, so that you become
completely a hollow passage. The energy falls from the sky and
goes into the earth. You are earthed. You simply pass the
energy to the earth. Just like electricity. For electricity we have
to put an earth wire. The energy comes from the sky and goes
into the earth. You become earthed. Just a vessel, a hollow
bamboo, passing the energy. Seven times - more you can do,
but not less.

This will be a complete Mahamudra. If you do it every day,
soon within three months somewhere, one day you will feel you
are not there. Just the energy is pulsating with the universe.
Nobody is there. The ego is completely lost. The doer is not.
The universe is there and you are there - the wave pulsating
with the ocean. That is Mahamudra. That is the final orgasm,
the most blissful state of consciousness that is possible.

Text taken from ‘Tantra The Supreme Understanding’ Discourses on the Tantric
Way of Tilopa's Song of Mahamudra, Chapter 6, The Great Teaching. Published
by The Rebel Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. 50 Koregaon Park, Pune 411001 (MS),
India, Fifth Edition, with the kind permission of Osho International Foundation,
www.osho.com



Divine Sexuality · The Joy of Tantra
Divine Sexuality is a beautifully illustrated resource

book, teaching the sexual aspects of Tantra. This book
will help you to enhance the pleasure, sensuality and
satisfaction of your every sexual experience, whatever

your age and whether or not you have a partner. 
ISBN 978-1-84409-534-6

TANTRA BOOKS AND MEDITATION CDS 
BY MA ANANDA SARITA

Tantric Love
A practical guide, offering nine steps into Tantra 
for couples and individuals. This very aesthetic,
beautifully illustrated book offers a multi-
dimensional wealth of information, exercises, 
and meditations, enabling the reader to dive 
deep into the Tantra experience. 
ISBN 978-1-85675-205-3

TANTRA FOR LOVERS: Soul Mate Meditation

Music by Bhakta / Voice guidance: Sarita and Geho

This unique CD for Lovers with music and voice guidance
takes you on a journey into profound levels of sensuality,
love and expanded consciousness. With this meditation

the phenomenon of the soul mate becomes possible. The meditation is
taken from the book Tantric Love. ISBN 978-1-84409-555-1

Universal Heart Meditation: Tantra from Mongolia
(former title of CD: Meditation of Liberation)

Music by Bhakta / Voice guidance: Sarita and Geho

This CD of guided meditation and music offers a method
originating from secret Tantra teachings from Mongolia
for opening to the universal heart. Ideal for couples,
singles or groups. The meditation is taken from the book Tantric Love. 

ISBN 978-1-84409-556-8

CHAKRA DANCE MEDITATION  Music by Ravi

A meditation using dance and stillness designed to
transport you into ecstasy. Each dance track is inspired by
the qualities of one of the seven chakras, supporting the
dancer to experience each chakra by turns in an ecstatic
40 minute celebration. This is followed by a 20 minute

phase of silent meditation. ISBN 978-1-84409-554-4
Books and CDs are available from your local bookseller, www.tantrashop.uk
or from Amazon in Europe.



If you would like to know more about Ma Ananda Sarita’s work please check out
her websites: www.ananda-sarita.com, www.tantra-essence.com

Ma Ananda Sarita is a world renowned Tantra Master and Author. She spent
many years in India diving deeply into personal transformation and meditation
with Osho. The love and wisdom she shares is an inspiration for people globally,
to live their bliss.


